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Adopting a Zero Trust 
environment



• Top professional achievement: created 3 best-in-class Fortune 300 cybersecurity programs almost from scratch

• When I’m not at work, you can find me: Kayaking, reading, coaching football, playing games

• One surprise about me: Met my wife in the second grade; though she didn’t like me until high school

• Most listened song right now: Chicken Fried, Zac Brown Band

• One thing on my “bucket list”: Nothing really, I live life to the fullest

Kevin L. McLaughlin, Vice President CyberSecurity, CyberRisk and IT Compliance: Deputy CISO
Stryker tenure: 6.5 years

“Learn to enjoy every minute of your life. Be happy now. Don’t wait for something outside of yourself to 
make you happy in the future. Think how precious is the time you have to spend, whether it’s at work or 
with your family. Every minute should be enjoyed and savored.” – Earl Nightingale



Zero Trust 



What is Zero Trust?

Zero Trust is a cybersecurity 
paradigm focused on resource 
protection and the premise 
that trust is never granted 
implicitly but must be 
continually evaluated.



Why Zero Trust?

Ransomware attacks, a 
hybrid workforce and cloud 
adoption are just a few 
reasons why organizations 
should adopt a Zero Trust
architecture.

• Forms a guiding principle for security architectures 
that improve security posture and increase cyber-
resiliency.

• Reduces the risk of malware infections and minimize 
the potential spread of an attack.

• Securely enable the “anywhere, anytime, any device” 
hybrid workforce.

• Standardize security controls and user experience 
regardless of location.

• Enable more secure use of cloud computing via 
identity-based adaptive controls.



Business value

EnablingAdaptiveResilient

Zero Trust principles 
will increase the 
resiliency of an IT 
infrastructure.

Zero Trust is flexible 
and adaptive to a 
modern work 
environment.

Zero Trust enables
the secure use of 
cloud computing and 
secure access to on-
premises resources.



“This user is authenticated 
with MFA from a corporate 
laptop with a functioning 
security suite”

Removing implicit trust

“This user is inside my 
security perimeter”

Zero Trust replaces implicit 
trust with continuously 
assessed contextual trust.



Adopting Zero Trust

Zero Trust (security) Mindset / paradigm

Zero Trust strategy
Systematic approach to replace implicit 
trust with continuous adaptive trust 
across all digital capabilities

Zero Trust initiatives Specific projects, architectures



Privileged access management

Privileged access management (PAM) provides the appropriate level of elevated 
access controls for users, accounts, processes, and systems across an IT 
environment. 

• Authenticate

• Explicitly authorize

• Provide the least privilege required

PAM is one of the 
most important 
security projects 
for reducing cyber 
risk and achieving 
high security ROI.



Identity foundation
• Identify directories and trust relationships

• Implement single sign-on (SSO) and activate multi-factor authentication (MFA)

• Standardize third-party identity management

• Shift to cloud-based Identity as a Service (IdaaS)

• Lockdown on-premises directory servers

• Implement identity threat detection and response

• Build a strategy for machine/process identities

• Consider a strategy for going passwordless



Networking

Old model

New modelConnect, then 
authenticate.

Authenticate, 
then connect.



• Assume compromise – even on internal networks

• Encrypt wherever possible

• Location is not a key trust determination, but may be one attribute of it

• Use context and identity as the foundation for access decisions

• Extend risk-appropriate/least privileged access

• Monitor everything; identify anomalies and excessive risk

Never trust, always verify



Operating with this assumption reshapes detection 
and response strategies in a way that pushes the 
limits of any organization’s infrastructure, people, 
processes and technologies.

Assume breaches
A prevention-only 
focus is not enough to 
address determined 
and persistent 
adversaries. 



Network segmentation
Today’s workforce and workplace have changed — when, how, and where 
people do their work have moved beyond the four walls of an office.

Bodiam castle, UK



Journey to Zero Trust

Advanced

Deploy advanced 
protections and 
controls with robust 
analytics and 
orchestration

Initial discovery and 
assessment activities

Implement fundamental 
integrated capabilities

Refine capability 
integration and further 
refine capabilities

Inter-
mediate

Basic

Prep
5 Zero Trust initiatives you 
can start now

• Get your identity 
foundation in place

• Implement conditional 
access for all, including 
MFA

• Implement privileged 
access management 
(PAM) for administration

• Network segmentation

• Know the items that are 
on your network



Driven
to make 
healthcare 
better



Who we are

Stryker is one of the world’s leading medical 
technology companies and, together with our 
customers, we are driven to make healthcare 
better. We offer innovative products and 
services that help improve patient and 
hospital outcomes. 



Mission

Integrity
We do what’s right

Accountability
We do what we say

People
We grow talent

Performance
We deliver

Values

Together with our customers,
we are driven

to make healthcare better.



At a glance

$17.1
billion in global 
sales in 2021

46,000
employees 
worldwide 
in 2021

SYK
symbol for our 
common stock 
traded on the New 
York Stock Exchange 

11,657
patents owned 
globally in 2021

$1.2
billion spent on 
R&D in 2021

S&P

500
included in the 
S&P 500 Index



Our commitments:

We will positively impact people and our planet through responsible, sustainable 
practices that create a better, healthier world. 

Corporate responsibility

Advance a culture of 
inclusion, engagement and 
belonging

Strengthen the diversity of 
our workforce and measure 
progress

20% reduction in carbon 
emissions for all Stryker 
facilities 2019-2024*

Carbon neutral for all Stryker 
facilities by 2030*

Increase supply chain 
transparency and supplier
diversity

Governance and nominating 
committee to oversee
corporate responsibility

*Scopes 1 and 2



Advancing
healthcare

Supporting
education

Strengthening
community vitality

Giving and volunteering



To learn even more about Stryker, 
check out our 2021 Comprehensive 
Report on Stryker.comThank you

MM0
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MM0 Stryker.com - https://www.stryker.com/

2021 Comprehensive Report - https://www.stryker.com/us/en/about/annual-review/2021.html
Marason, Michele, 2022-09-28T14:15:41.689



1. Multi-factor authentication

2. Mobile Device protection

3. End Point Protection

4. Removing Admin access from most of your organization’s workstations (Note – I did not say all of them)

5. email security options

6. cloud defense

7. privileged access management

8. Clean administration workstations

9. Indicator of Compromise (IOC) protection

10. Network Access Control (NAC)

11. Management of process IDs

12. asset identification

13. Data Loss Protection (DLP). 


